GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND
DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE
NAGALAND : KOHIMA

NO. DHFW/COVID-19/2019-20/ Dated Kohima, the 28\textsuperscript{th} of March, 2020

INSTRUCTIONS ON USE OF SELF DECLARATION COVID-19 NAGALAND APP

In exercise of the powers conferred by the Nagaland Epidemic Disease (COVID-19) Regulations, 2020 under the Epidemic Disease Act 1897; it is mandatory for ANY PERSON who had entered Nagaland State after 6\textsuperscript{th} March to use the SELF DECLARATION COVID-19 NAGALAND App as per the instruction given below:

1. This SELF DECLARATION APP is compulsorily for ANY PERSON who has entered the state of Nagaland after 6\textsuperscript{th} March 2020. Even if you have called the state / district helpline and registered earlier, you still MUST REGISTER in the app IMMEDIATELY.
2. This app is very crucial for tracking and surveillance of high-risk cases thus preventing spread in the community. This will also help us to find you more easily for your own safety and you must take time and fill all details correctly. Non-compliance is a punishable offence under Epidemic disease act 1897.
3. Installing the software:
   I. Open the browser in your phone and type the URL – https://nagalandhealthproject.org
   II. Click the menu button and select nCOVID-19 App option
   III. Download the app in the mobile device
   IV. Go to Download option of browser or simply click to downloaded NOTIFICATION in your device
   V. APK file will open to install. Install the Apk.
4. You must sign up first using your registered mobile number. OTP will come to your registered number.
5. IPHONE / IOS users will use the link (https://www.nagalandhealthproject.org/covid/login-user.php)
6. Once registered, fill up all the details under VISITOR CHECKLIST and SUBMIT
7. Fields with asterisk sign (*) are mandatory.
8. Family members can help the old and other members who are not well versed in using smartphones / app. You will need to SIGN UP individually for all members using their respective phone numbers.
9. For any technical difficulty in using the app please call 9774656952 / 8794944850.

State Helpline: 7005415243/ 9856071745/ 7005536953
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